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ABSTRACT

Left-handed Z-DNA is radically different from the

most common right-handed B-DNA and can be sta-

bilized by interactions with the Z� domain, which is

found in a group of proteins, such as human ADAR1

and viral E3L proteins. It is well-known that most Z�

domains bind to Z-DNA in a conformation-specific

manner and induce rapid B–Z transition in physi-

ological conditions. Although many structural and

biochemical studies have identified the detailed in-

teractions between the Z� domain and Z-DNA, lit-

tle is known about the molecular basis of the B–

Z transition process. In this study, we successfully

converted the B–Z transition-defective Z� domain,

vvZ�E3L, into a B–Z converter by improving B-DNA

binding ability, suggesting that B-DNA binding is in-

volved in the B–Z transition. In addition, we engi-

neered the canonical B-DNA binding protein GH5 into

a Z�-like protein having both Z-DNA binding and B–

Z transition activities by introducing Z-DNA interact-

ing residues. Crystal structures of these mutants of

vvZ�E3L and GH5 complexed with Z-DNA confirmed

the significance of conserved Z-DNA binding inter-

actions. Altogether, our results provide molecular in-

sight into how Z� domains obtain unusual confor-

mational specificity and induce the B–Z transition.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Z-DNA forms biologically active left-handed double he-
lical DNA structures (1–3). Unlike conventional right-
handed B-DNA, Z-DNA has alternating anti- and syn-
conformations of nucleotides, forming a unique zig-zag
sugar phosphate backbone (4). Although Z-DNA is ther-
modynamically less stable compared to B-DNA, Z-DNA
conformation could be stabilized by interactions with Z-
DNA binding proteins under physiological conditions (5–
10). Several Z-conformation forming segments (Z-DNA or
Z-RNA) have been identi�ed, and their physiological roles
are associated with transcriptional regulation and innate
immune responses (11,12). In particular, the function of Z-
DNApresent in a genome has been described as either tran-
scriptional activation or repression, depending on the loca-
tion and sequence-context of Z-DNA (13). Recently, it has
been reported that Z-DNA binding domains (Z� domains)
are involved in various cellular functions and diseases in-
cluding immune responses and cancers by interacting with
Z-form nucleic acids (14). For example, recognition of Z-
RNA by the Z� domain of ZBP-1 was suggested to be cru-
cial for necroptosis and in�ammation (15).
A Z� domain was �rst identi�ed in human ADAR1 pro-

tein (9,10,16,17). Structural studies of the Z� domain of
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human ADAR1 (hZ�ADAR1) revealed that it forms a typ-
ical winged helix-turn-helix (wHTH) motif consisting of
three � helices (�1, �2 and �3) and a �-wing composed of
a loop between two �-strands (�2 and �3) (18,19). Thus,
Z� domains belong to the family of the winged helix do-
main (WHD), which includes functionally diverse nucleic
acid binding proteins (20,21). Not surprisingly, the overall
fold of the Z� domains closely resembles that of some B-
DNA binding WHDs, although there is no detectable se-
quence homology among them.
In general, Z� domains can both bind to the preformed

Z-DNA with a high af�nity as a Z-DNA binder and shift
the B–Z equilibrium of a potential Z-forming DNA toward
Z conformation (referred to as B–Z transition) as a B–Z
converter (22,23). However, some Z� domains show differ-
ent functional characteristics. For example, hZ�ADAR1, the
second Z� domain present in human ADAR1 protein, does
not have conformation-speci�c Z-DNA binding due to the
lack of the conserved tyrosine residue located in an �3 helix
(24). Another Z� domain, vvZ�E3L, present in vaccinia viral
E3L protein speci�cally interacts with the Z-conformation
of nucleic acid duplexes, but it completely lacks a B–Z tran-
sition activity under physiological conditions (25–29). The
NMR structure of the DNA-free form of vvZ�E3L con-
�rmed that it possesses a common fold of the wHTH motif
similar to hZ�ADAR1 (30). However, the key tyrosine residue
of vvZ�E3L was shown to adopt different rotamers, which
would reduce Z-DNA binding and result in a lack of B–Z
transition activity (26,30). This functional separation of Z-
conformation binding activity and B–Z transition activity is
unique in vvZ�E3L and raises an interesting question about
the molecular mechanism of the B–Z transition.
To date, many structures of several Z� domains com-

plexed with Z-DNA have been determined, greatly improv-
ing our understanding of the Z conformation speci�city
of the Z� domains (18,25,31–38). However, structural in-
formation about these detailed interactions is not enough
to understand the molecular mechanism of how the B–Z
transition proceeds by the Z� domain. A single-molecule
study suggested a conformation selection process in which
Z� speci�cally binds to the Z-DNA that is already formed
(39). On the other hand, NMR studies and single molecule
FRET experiments of hZ�ADAR1 suggested an active B–Z
transition mechanism, in which hZ�ADAR1 �rst binds to the
B-DNA region and then converts it to Z-DNA (40,41). In
this context, hZ�ADAR1 has been proposed to have a very
interesting conformational speci�city that binds to both B-
and Z-DNA.
In this study, we employed the rational protein engi-

neering strategy to identify what structural factors of the
Z� domain are required for B–Z transition activity and
which structural features of the Z� domain result in distin-
guished DNA conformation speci�city compared to other
nucleic acid binding proteins. First, we separately evaluated
Z-DNA binding ability and protein-induced B–Z transition
activity using vvZ�E3L. Biochemical analyses of engineered
vvZ�E3L mutants demonstrate that B-DNA binding ability
is important for the B–Z transition activity. Second, using
GH5, a canonical B-DNA binding protein with a wHTH
motif, as a starting template, we successfully engineered it
into a Z-DNA binder and B-to-Z converter by introducing

a few point mutations while maintaining the structural in-
tegrity of GH5. Functional analyses of GH5 mutants show
that key Z-DNA contacting residues on the �3 helix and
the �-wing conformation are required for the transforma-
tion of a B-DNA binder to a Z�-like protein. To con�rm
that our engineered vvZ�E3L and GH5 proteins form cor-
rectly folded structures and interact with Z-DNA in a man-
ner similar to hZ�ADAR1, we determined the crystal struc-
tures of the mutants of vvZ�E3L and GH5 complexed with
Z-DNA, respectively.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein preparation

TheZ� domain of humanADAR1 (hZ�ADAR1: amino acids
133–199) was cloned into the pET28a vector. Escherichia
coli Rosetta (DE3) cells transformed with this construct
were grown in LB broth containing 50 �g/ml kanamycin
at 37◦C until the OD600 was around 0.5–0.6 and protein
expression was induced by 0.5 mM IPTG. After an ad-
ditional 4 h incubation at 30◦C, cells were harvested and
lysed in PBST buffer (1 × phosphate-based saline, 0.05%
Tween 20 and 1 mM PMSF) supplemented with DNase
I (Roche) using EmulsiFlex-C3 (AVESTIN). Cell lysates
were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 20 min, and the su-
pernatant was loaded onto Ni-NTA agarose resin (Qiagen)
pre-equilibrated with PBST buffer. The resin was washed
with 40 mM Imidazole buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0,
150 mM NaCl, 40 mM Imidazole), and bound protein
was eluted from the resin with 250 mM imidazole buffer
(pH 8.0). The N-terminal His6 tag was cleaved by throm-
bin (Sigma-Aldrich) treatment at 4◦C for 16 h in cleav-
age buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 2.5
mM CaCl2, 1 mM EDTA), and cleaved protein was fur-
ther puri�ed with a HiTrap SP column (GE Healthcare)
andHiLoad 16/600 Superdex 200 column (GEHealthcare)
pre-equilibrated with 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5 and 150 mM
NaCl. Puri�ed protein was dialyzed against DNA binding
(DB) buffer (5 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 20 mM NaCl) at 4◦C
for 16 h before storage at –80◦C.
Puri�cation of vvZ�E3L (aa 2–78 ofVaccinia virus protein

E3L) and its mutants (Supplementary Table S1) followed
the same procedure described above except for the use of a
HiTrap Q column (GE Healthcare) instead of a HiTrap SP
column.
GH5 (aa 25–100 of the globular domain of Gallus gallus

histone H5), GH5* and its mutants (Supplementary Table
S1) were puri�ed by the same method as described above
except for using 20 mMHEPES, pH 8.0 and 150 mMNaCl
as gel �ltration buffer. The �nal dialysis into DB buffer was
not performed due to protein aggregation at low salt condi-
tion.

Circular dichroism measurements

B–Z transition of DNA duplex was monitored based on
the CD spectrum using a J-810 CD spectrometer (Jasco).
The oligonucleotide of d(CG)6 purchased from IDT was
dissolved in CD1 buffer (5 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM
EDTA and 10 mM NaCl) and annealed prior to use.
The CD measurements of DNA duplex in the presence of
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vvZ�E3L and its mutant proteins were carried out at 25◦C.
Speci�cally, 20 �M of the DNA duplex substrate in a CD1
buffer was used for the CD measurement with a 0.1-cm
quartz cell. To prevent a substantial change in buffer com-
position due to the addition of protein sample, the max-
imum volume of protein did not exceed 5% of the total
volume. Before each measurement, samples were incubated
for 1 h at 25◦C. CD spectra between 230 and 320 nm were
recorded three times and averaged. The CD measurements
of GH5* and its mutant proteins were carried out in dif-
ferent conditions to prevent aggregation of protein/DNA
complex. CD spectra were collected using a 1-cm quartz
cell, and 1 �M of the DNA duplex substrate was dissolved
in CD2 buffer (5 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl and
0.1 mMEDTA). All other details for CDmeasurements are
the same as in the CD experiment of vvZ�E3L. The relative
transition activity of each protein was calculated by com-
parison of each CD signal at 255 nmwith that of hZ�ADAR1

(set to 100%) during the B–Z transition. When analyzing
changes in the CD signals at 255 nm, the CD signals by the
protein samples were ignored because they were negligibly
small (Supplementary Figure S1) (22). The relative amount
of proteins to nucleic acids used for CD measurement was
indicated as [P]/[N] ratio, which is themolar ratio of protein
monomer to double-stranded DNA of d(CG)6. This de�ni-
tion was used throughout this study.

Double-stranded DNA preparation

DNA oligonucleotides for crystallization, d(TCGCGCG);
for CD measurements, d(CG)6; and for MST measure-
ments, 5′-Alexa647-labeled d(TATGCAATCGTAATAA
ACCGT), and its non-labeled complementary DNA were
purchased from IDT. 5′-Cy5-labeled d[T(Br5CG)15] was
purchased from Gene Link. DNA samples were dissolved
in DB buffer (for crystallization and MST) or CD1 buffer
(for CD). Dissolved DNAs were fully denatured at 95◦C for
5 min and were annealed by gradual cooling to 4◦C tomake
double-stranded DNA. DNA duplex samples at appropri-
ate concentrations (1.2 mM for crystallization, 50 �M for
MST and 1 mM for CD) were stored at –20◦C or used im-
mediately.

Crystallization

Puri�ed vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 (0.6 mM) was mixed with
[d(TCGCGCG)]2 at a 2:1 molar ratio and incubated at
room temperature for 1 h before crystallization. Crystals
were obtained by the hanging drop vapor diffusion method
at 22◦C using 0.1 M sodium citrate (pH 4.0), 0.8 M ammo-
nium sulfate and 10% ethylene glycol as a reservoir solution.
Similarly, puri�ed GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW (0.3 mM) was

mixed with [d(TCGCGCG)]2 at a 2:1 molar ratio and in-
cubated at room temperature for 1 h before crystallization.
Crystals were obtained by the hanging drop vapor diffusion
method at 22◦C using 0.1 MMES (pH 6.0), 20% PEG 4000
and 5% ethylene glycol as a reservoir solution.

Data collection and structure determination

Crystals of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1/[d(TCGCGCG)]2 com-
plex and GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW/[d(TCGCGCG)]2 com-

plex were frozen using 20–25% ethylene glycol as a
cryoprotectant. Diffraction data sets were collected
on beamline 5C at the Pohang Accelerator Labo-
ratory (PAL, Korea). Images were processed using
HKL2000 (42) and the CCP4 suite (43). The complex
structures of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1/[d(TCGCGCG)]2 and
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW/[d(TCGCGCG)]2 were solved
by molecular replacement with the PHENIX program
(44) using the structure of the Z� domain of ADAR1
(PDB ID 1QBJ) and globular domain of histone H5
(PDB ID 1HST) as a search model, respectively. Several
cycles of manual model rebuilding with COOT (45) and
re�nement with PHENIX (44) were performed, and each
�nal model was validated by MolProbity (46). The �nal
model of the vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1/[d(TCGCGCG)]2 com-
plex consisting of three copies of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 and
three copies of d(TCGCGCG) was deposited in the PDB
with PDB ID 7C0I, and the model of GH5*:�3NADAR1-
PW/[d(TCGCGCG)]2 complex containing 2 copies of
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW and 1 copy of [d(TCGCGCG)]2 was
deposited in the PDB with PDB ID 7C0J. Data collection
and re�nement statistics are shown in Supplementary
Tables S2 and S3.

Af�nity measurement by MicroScale Thermophoresis
(MST)

Af�nity measurements by MST (47) were performed using
a Monolith NT.115 pico instrument (NanoTemper). Each
labeled dsDNA sample, d(5′-Alexa647-TATGCAATCGT
AATAAACCGT)::d(ACGGTTTATTACGATTGCATA)
(named B-DNA) (39) and [d(5′-Cy5-(Br5CG)15]2 (named
Z-DNA), was used at a concentration of 5 nM. d(CG)
repeat DNA duplexes containing Br5C bases are known to
form stable Z-conformations in physiological conditions
(48). The prepared protein was titrated in 1:1 serial dilution
in DB buffer. In the case of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW, the DB
buffer was substituted by a high-salt buffer consisting of 20
mMHEPES (pH 8.0) and 100 mMNaCl or a high-salt KCl
buffer consisting of 20 mMTris–HCl (pH 7.8) and 150 mM
KCl. All buffers used in the experiments were supplemented
with 0.5 mg/ml BSA and 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20. After 15
min (vvZ�E3L and its mutants) or 10 min (GH5* and its
mutants) incubation at room temperature in the dark, each
protein/DNA mixture was added into a Monolith NT.115
standard capillary. The measurements were performed at
5% LED power and 40% MST power (vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1)
or 80% MST power (GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW) at 22◦C.
Data analysis by nonlinear regression was performed
using MO.Af�nity Analysis provided by NanoTemper and
GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, USA).

Multi-angle light scattering coupled with size exclusion chro-
matography (SEC-MALS)

MALS experiments were performed with miniDAWN
TREOS (Wyatt Technology, Co.) to determine the abso-
lute molecular mass. Each protein sample was loaded into a
Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL column (GE healthcare)
pre-equilibrated with 20 mMHEPES (pH 7.5) and 100 mM
NaCl. The light scattering signal andUV absorbance at 280
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Figure 1. Design of �3-swapped vvZ�E3L mutants and their CD spectra. (A) Structural and sequence comparison of hZ�ADAR1 andwild-type and chimeric
mutants of vvZ�E3L. Structural alignment of free vvZ�E3L (PDB ID 1OYI, light pink) and hZ�ADAR1 (PDB ID 1QBJ, gray) and sequence alignment
of hZ�ADAR1, vvZ�E3L and �3-swapped vvZ�E3L mutants (vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1, vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1, and vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1) are shown. In chimeric
mutants, amino acids derived from hZ�ADAR1 are in red. Residues involved in hydrophobic core formation in hZ�ADAR1, but are not conserved in vvZ�E3L

are highlighted in orange. The residues highlighted in blue are the C-terminal residues of the �3 helix that are not conserved between hZ�ADAR1 and
vvZ�E3L. These residues are represented in the ribbon diagramwith the same color code. (B) CD spectra of d(CG)6 in the presence of �3-swapped vvZ�E3L

mutants. The transition of d(CG)6 from B-conformation to Z-conformation was monitored in the presence of various proteins at a [P]/[N] ratio of 4 using
CD. The B–Z transition of d(CG)6 induced by vvZ�E3L mutants are compared with that by hZ�ADAR1.

nm were measured, and data were analyzed using Astra 6
software (Wyatt Technology, Co.) to assess molar mass.

RESULTS

B–Z transition activity of �3 helix-swapped mutants of
vvZ�E3L

We �rst con�rmed that vvZ�E3L lacks B–Z transition ac-
tivity under physiological conditions even with an excess
molar ratio of [P]/[N] (Supplementary Figure S1). To in-
vestigate structural elements responsible for B–Z transi-
tion activity that are present in hZ�ADAR1 and absent in
vvZ�E3L, we designed several chimeric mutants of vvZ�E3L

and hZ�ADAR1 and monitored their B–Z transition activi-
ties byCD spectroscopy. Based on structural information of
hZ�ADAR1 in complexwithZ-DNA,we reasonably assumed
that the regions of the �3 helix would be crucial for the
B–Z transition (18,25,31–38). Thus, we initially created an
�3-helix-swapped mutant of vvZ�E3L (vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1),

in which the �3 helix of vvZ�E3L was replaced by the cor-
responding helix of hZ�ADAR1 (Figure 1A, Supplementary
Table S1, and Supplementary Figure S2).Whereas the wild-
type vvZ�E3L has no detectable B–Z transition activity, the
B–Z transition activity of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 was observed
by CD spectroscopy using [d(CG)6]2 at a molar ratio of
[P]/[N] = 4, i.e. four protein molecules for one double-
stranded DNA molecule, which was previously reported
as the stoichiometry between the Z� domain and Z-DNA
(18,22,35). The B–Z transition activity of this chimera was
similar to that of hZ�ADAR1 when CD signals at 255 nm
were compared (Figure 1B and Table 1). The CD titra-
tion pro�le of this mutant indicated that the B–Z tran-
sition reached saturation at a [P]/[N] ratio of 4 (Sup-
plementary Figure S1). To further study the role of the
�3 helix, two chimeric mutants containing either the C-
terminal part (vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1) or the N-terminal part
(vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1) of the �3 helix of hZ�ADAR1 were
constructed (Figure 1A), and we examined their B–Z tran-
sition activities. The CD spectrum by vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1
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Table 1. Relative B–Z transition activity of each vvZ�E3L mutant com-

pared to that of hZ�ADAR1

Protein B–Z conversion (%)

hZ�ADAR1 100±4.0a

vvZ�E3L 0±0.1
vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 78±3.1

vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1 17±0.8 (61±2.3b)
vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1 71±2.8

vvZ�E3L-D49S 46±1.9 (70±2.7b)

vvZ�E3L-D49R 35±1.5 (71±2.8b)

vvZ�E3L-S53K 16±0.8 (65±2.5b)

vvZ�E3L-M55K 7±0.3 (57±2.2b)

vvZ�E3L-S53K/M55K 33±1.4 (72±2.9b)
vvZ�E3L-S49S/S53K/M55K 67±2.6
vvZ�E3L-D49R/S53K/M55K 71±2.9

vvZ�E3L-V43I 2±0.2 (53±2.1b)

vvZ�E3L-V43I/A46V 4±0.3 (57±2.3b)

vvZ�E3L-A46V/53K 39±1.6 (71±2.8b)
vvZ�E3L-A46V/S53K/M55K 69±2.7

aThe relative B–Z transition activity compared to that of hZ�ADAR1 at a
[P]/[N] ratio of 4.
bThe number in parentheses indicates the B–Z transition activity at a
[P]/[N] ratio of 30.

showed a high degree of B–Z transition, almost identical to
that of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 (Figure 1B). On the other hand,
vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1 induced a relatively small conforma-
tional change from B-DNA to Z-DNA (Figure 1B), clas-
sifying this chimera as a weak B–Z converter. Moreover,
vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1 requires excess [P]/[N] ratio to reach
saturation in CD titration experiment. (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). Altogether, we concluded that the C-terminal part
of the �3 helix of hZ�ADAR1 (�3CADAR1) is more important
for B–Z transition activity than is the �3NADAR1.

Effect of charge distribution in the C-terminal part of the �3
helix on B–Z transition activity

To identify which amino acids in �3 helix-swapped mu-
tants of vvZ�E3L are critical for B–Z transition activity,
we generated point mutations in the �3 helix of vvZ�E3L.
Although the last C-terminal turn of the �3 helix (S178–
K182 in hZ�ADAR1) had no direct contact with Z-DNA
based on the published structures of Z�/Z-DNA com-
plexes, we postulated that positively charged residues of
the �3CADAR1 may play an important role in B–Z transi-
tion based on the CD results of vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1. To test
our hypothesis, several vvZ�E3L mutants containing indi-
vidual or combined point mutations of D49S, D49R, S53K
and M55K, which correspond to S178, K182 and K184
of hZ�ADAR1, respectively, were generated (Supplementary
Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S2). These vvZ�E3L

mutants with a single point mutation (vvZ�E3L-D49S, -
D49R, -S53K, and -M55K) generally exhibited weak B–Z
transition activities at a 4 [P]/[N] molar ratio as assessed
by CD (Figure 2A and Table 1). In contrast, a double-
point mutant, vvZ�E3L-S53K/M55K, showed enhanced B–
Z transition activity (Figure 2B and Table 1). Finally, the
triple-point mutants (vvZ�E3L-D49R/S53K/M55K and
vvZ�E3L-D49S/S53K/M55K) were able to convert B-DNA
to Z-DNA at a 4 [P]/[N] molar ratio in a manner simi-
lar to those of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 and vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1

(Figure 2B). These results indicate that removal of nega-
tively charged residue and the addition of positively charged
residues (D49R, S53K and M55K) in the �3C region of
vvZ�E3L greatly enhance B–Z transition activity.

Effect of hydrophobic residues in the N-terminal part of the
�3 helix on B–Z transition activity

The structure of hZ�ADAR1 revealed that nonpolar residues
in �1 (I143 and L147), �2 (L161 and L165) and �3 (I172,
V175, L176, and L179) helices and L185 of the �2 strand
formed a hydrophobic core, which may be important for
maintaining structural integrity (19). The sequence com-
parison of vvZ�E3L with hZ�ADAR1 showed that hydropho-
bic core-forming Leu residues of hZ�ADAR1 are mostly con-
served in vvZ�E3L (L32, L36, L47 and L50), but two amino
acids in the �3N region of vvZ�E3L has smaller aliphatic
residues (V43 and A46) than hZ�ADAR1 (I172 and V175)
(Figure 1). To examine the importance of the hydrophobic
residues in the �3N for B–Z transition activity, vvZ�E3L

mutants with different hydrophobicity at �3N were cre-
ated (V43I and A46V) (Supplementary Table S1 and Sup-
plementary Figure S2). Single (vvZ�E3L-V43I) or double
point mutation (vvZ�E3L-V43I/A46V) did not improve the
B–Z transition activity at a 4 [P]/[N] molar ratio (Figure
2C). However, at a 30 [P]/[N] molar ratio, vvZ�E3L-V43I
and vvZ�E3L-V43I/A46V showed substantial B–Z transi-
tion activities, although the transition was not complete
(Figure 2C). These results suggested that a more stable hy-
drophobic core formed by the bigger hydrophobic residues
in the �3N contributes to the B–Z transition process.
Next, we generated combination mutants of vvZ�E3L

having hydrophobic residues in the �3N and positively
charged residues in the �3C. Two mutants, vvZ�E3L-
A46V/S53K and vvZ�E3L-A46V/S53K/M55K, showed
drastically enhanced B–Z transition compared with single
point mutants at a 4 [P]/[N] molar ratio (Figure 2D and Ta-
ble 1). This result suggests that the N-terminal hydrophobic
residues and the C-terminal positively charged residues of
the �3 helix improved the B–Z transition activity in a syn-
ergistic manner. Thus, we identi�ed key amino acid residues
of the Z� domain that affect the B–Z transition.

B-DNA binding af�nity of the �3 helix-swapped vvZ�E3L

mutants

In the previous sections, we showed that the introduc-
tion of positive charges into the �3C region of vvZ�E3L

enhanced B–Z transition activity. To test whether in-
creased B–Z transition activity is related to the DNA
binding af�nity, we determined the DNA binding af�nity
of each �3 chimeric vvZ�E3L mutant (vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1,
vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1 and vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1) using MST
(47). As summarized in Table 2, vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 and
vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1 have signi�cantly enhanced B-DNA
binding af�nities, with KD values of 2.6 �M and 1.1 �M,
respectively. Interestingly, these KD values are almost the
same as that of hZ�ADAR1 for the interaction with B-DNA
(KD of 1.8 �M). In contrast, the wild-type vvZ�E3L had
a much lower af�nity to B-DNA (KD of 20 �M) (Table
2 and Supplementary Figure S3). The chimeric mutant,
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Figure 2. CD analysis for the B–Z transition of [d(CG)6]2 by vvZ�E3L mutants. CD spectra of d(CG)6 measured in the presence of (A) single-point
mutation and (B) double- and triple-point mutations of vvZ�E3L, which have reduced negative charge or increased positive charges are presented. Changes
in the CD signals at 255 and 292 nm represent the B–Z transition of [d(CG)6]2. CD spectra of [d(CG)6]2 alone (B-DNA, Supplementary Figure S1) and in
the presence of hZ�ADAR1 or vvZ�E3L at a [P]/[N] ratio of 4 are shown as controls. (C) CD spectra of d(CG)6 measured in the presence of the hydrophobic
core mutants of vvZ�E3L at [P]/[N] ratios of 4 and 30 are shown. The numbers 4 and 30 in parentheses represent the [P]/[N] ratios. (D) CD spectra of
d(CG)6 measured in the presence of the combination-mutants of vvZ�E3L containing both positively charged and hydrophobic core mutations at a [P]/[N]
ratio of 4 are shown.

vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1, which did not exhibit an observable B–
Z transition activity at a 4 [P]/[N] molar ratio, showed little
improvement in B-DNA binding af�nity with a KD of 17
�M. Therefore, the results of our af�nity measurements in
combination with CD data suggest that improved B-DNA
binding af�nities of vvZ�E3L mutants (vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1

and vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1) are closely related to the incre-
ment of B–Z transition activity. Although these two mu-
tants showed improvement in Z-DNA binding by 2–3 times
compared to vvZ�E3L, they still have 10-fold lower af�nities
for Z-DNA than hZ�ADAR1 (Table 2). Thus, high af�nity
binding to Z-DNA may not be necessary for B–Z transi-
tion activity. Based on our observations, we postulated that
positively charged residues in the vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 mutant
may be involved in increased B-DNA binding af�nity and
thus may promote the B–Z transition process.

Crystal structure of engineered vvE3L in complex with
[d(TCGCGCG)]2

To understand the functional acquisition of B–Z transi-
tion activity of chimeric vvZ�E3L at the molecular level,
we determined the crystal structure of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 in
complex with [d(TCGCGCG)]2 at 2.4 Å resolution (Sup-
plementary Table S2). Unexpectedly, a monomeric form
of vvZ�E3L chimera (chain A) and a domain-swapped

Table 2. DNA binding af�nities of hZ�ADAR1 and wild-type and chimeric

mutants of vvZ�E3L

Protein
Z-DNA binding
af�nity (�M)

B-DNA binding
af�nity (�M)

hZ�ADAR1 0.018 ± 0.001 2.7 ± 0.5
vvZ�E3L 2.0 ± 0.1 21 ± 0.5
vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 1.0 ± 0.05 2.4 ± 0.2
vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1 0.94 ± 0.01 18 ± 1.0
vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1 0.74 ± 0.01 1.3 ± 0.2

All experiments were performed at 22◦C with buffer consisting of 5 mM
HEPES (pH 7.5), 20 mM NaCl, 0.5 mg/ml BSA and 0.05% Tween20.

dimer (chains B and C) were present with three left-handed
d(TCGCGCG) molecules in an asymmetric unit of the
crystal lattice (Figure 3A). In solution, vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1

showed increased absolute molar mass in a concentration
dependent manner as analyzed by SEC-MALS, suggesting
that vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 is likely to dimerize at high concen-
trations (Supplementary Figure S4). A composite model
consisting of the N-terminal part of chain B (3–36) and the
C-terminal part of chain C (37–70) or vice versa was well
aligned to the monomeric form of chimera (chain A) with
an RMSD of 0.47 Å (Supplementary Figure S5).
By analyzing three molecules of the chimera/Z-DNA

complex in an asymmetric unit, we discovered that the Z-
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Figure 3. Crystal structure of vvZ�E3L mutant in complex with Z-DNA (vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1/Z-DNA). (A) Overall structure of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 com-
plexed with [d(TCGCGCG)]2. Monomeric (chain A in green) and domain-swapped dimeric (chains B and C in cyan and yellow, respectively) vvZ�E3L

mutant and Z-DNA of d(TCGCGCG) (chains D, E, and F) in an asymmetric unit of the crystal lattice are shown. (B–D) The complex structure of each
DNA chain and its binding partner protein (chain A or composite models) is aligned to the complex structure of hZ�ADAR1 and d(TCGCGCG) (PDB ID
1QBJ). One composite model consists of chain B (aa 37–69) and chain C (aa 6–36), and the other consists of chain B (aa 3–36) and chain C (aa 37–70).
(E–G) Protein–DNA interactions are shown as schematic diagrams. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines, van der Waals contacts are shown as solid
lines, and the CH–� interactions are shown as circled lines. Water molecule within the protein–DNA interface is marked with a W inside the oval. In the
chimeric mutant of vvZ�E3L, amino acids derived from hZ�ADAR1 are indicated by adding 1,000 to the amino acid numbers of hZ�ADAR1 to clarify that
those residues are from foreign protein. Residues involved in Z-DNA binding are indicated by colored boxes and the residue, which does not participate in
the interaction with Z-DNA is shown by dotted box. Non-canonical interaction of D61 (shown in brackets), which is not conserved between hZ�ADAR1

and vvZ�E3L is indicated by a green dashed line.

DNA binding interface in one of three complex molecules
(Chains C and F) was shifted by two bases, interacting
with T0 as well as P1 and P2 (Figure 3D and G). Speci�-
cally, Y1177 of vvZ�E3L chimera (corresponding to Y48 of
vvZ�E3L) makes close contact with G2 instead of G4, and
the N1173 of the vvZ�E3L chimera (corresponding to N44
of vvZ�E3L) interacts with P2 instead of P4. (The residues
derived from hZ�ADAR1 in the vvZ�E3L chimera are num-
bered by adding 1,000 to the original residue numbers of
hZ�ADAR1). Although this unusual complex may be formed
by crystallographic packing, it is interesting to note that the
binding interface between chains C and F looks similar to
that of the complex found in the B–Z junction (Supplemen-

tary Figure S6). In the remaining two complexes, a con-
ventional Z-DNA binding interface was formed by K1169,
N1173, Y1177, W1195 of the vvZ�E3L chimera and P3, P4,
and G4 of Z-DNA (Figure 3B, C, E, and F).

Three molecules of d(TCGCGCG) in our complex struc-
ture are well aligned to each other with RMSD values in
the range of 0.3–0.4 Å. When comparing vvZ�E3L chimera-
bound Z-DNA with hZ�ADAR1-bound Z-DNA, protein-
free Z-DNA (PDB ID 4FS6), and ideal B-DNA generated
by the Coot program (45), it was clear that the DNA in
complex with vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 formed a Z-conformation
similar to a Z�-bound or a protein-free Z-DNA structure,
withRMSDvalues of 0.6 Å and 0.8 Å, respectively (Supple-
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mentary Table S4). Analysis of the vvZ�E3L chimera-bound
Z-DNA structure using the web 3DNA 2.0 program (49),
which provides various parameters related to DNA struc-
ture including ‘Rise’ and ‘Twist,’ showed that the ‘Rise’ val-
ues are between those in the protein-free state and in the
hZ�ADAR1-bound state (Supplementary Figure S7).
When a monomeric form of vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 (chain A)

was aligned to hZ�ADAR1 in a complexwith d(TCGCGCG),
the RMSD value was calculated as 0.52 Å. In contrast,
an RMSD value of 1.87 Å was obtained by aligning
vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 with vvZ�E3L in the DNA-free state.
This comparison clearly shows that vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 is
structurally more similar to hZ�ADAR1; the sequence iden-
tity between vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 and hZ�ADAR1 is only
43% compared with 75% between vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 and
vvZ�E3L (Figure 1A). The large structural deviation be-
tween vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1 and DNA-free vvZ�E3L comes
from the difference in relative position between �1 and �3
helices and the positional shift of the �-wing. When �3 he-
lices were aligned together, the �1 helix was located much
closer to the �3 helix in the vvZ�E3L chimera, forming
a tightly packed hydrophobic core (Supplementary Figure
S8). V43I and A46V mutations of the �3 helix in vvZ�E3L

chimera contributed to the formation of the extensive hy-
drophobic interaction network, re-locating the �2 helix
and bringing the �1 helix closer to the �3 helix. As a re-
sult, A12, V15 and M38, which do not make contact with
V47 and A50 in the vvZ�E3L structure, interact with the
corresponding residues, I1172 and V1175, of the vvZ�E3L

chimera (Supplementary Figure S9).
Altogether, our structure shows that the engineered

vvZ�E3L chimera, vvZ�E3L:�3ADAR1, forms a Z�-like struc-
ture, which may be related to the functional acquisition of
B–Z conversion activity of this chimera.

Construction of a chimeric protein of GH5 that enables B–Z
transition

It is noteworthy that some B-DNA binding proteins con-
taining a wHTH motif show high structural similarity to
hZ�ADAR1 (18,20). In the previous sections, chimeric mu-
tants of vvZ�E3L having the enhanced B-DNA binding
af�nity showed B–Z transition activity. Thus, we hypoth-
esized that it would be possible to engineer B-DNA bind-
ing proteins with high structural homology to Z� domain
into Z�-like proteins with B–Z transition activity by adding
Z-DNA binding ability. To demonstrate our hypothesis, we
created a new Z�-like protein by introducing a number of
mutations into the B-DNA binding protein with a wHTH
motif.
We chose GH5, the globular domain of the linker hi-

stone H5, as a target B-DNA binder to engineer into a
Z-DNA binding protein because a structural analysis of
GH5 showed that it has a high structural homology with
hZ�ADAR1 (Figure 4A). However, GH5 formed insoluble
aggregates when mixed with DNA, making it impossible to
perform an in vitroB–Z transition assay. In a previous study
of linker histones, mutations of positively charged residues
to uncharged ones were shown to overcome this aggregation
problem (50). Similarly, we mutated �ve residues of GH5
(K41G, S42G, R43G, K53A and R95A) to improve the sol-

ubility of the GH5/DNA complex (referred to as GH5*
hereinafter). As these mutated residues are not located on
the Z-DNA binding interface when the GH5 structure was
aligned to the Z� domain structure, we reasonably assumed
that they would not be involved in Z-DNAbinding after en-
gineering.We successfully puri�edGH5* and performedB–
Z transition assays. In the CD spectrum, the DNA duplex
containing CG repeats showed a B-conformation of DNA
in the presence of GH5*, indicating that GH5* does not
have B–Z transition ability (Figure 4B).

To engineer GH5* to be a Z-DNA binder, we �rst de-
signed a chimeric mutant GH5*N:hZ�ADAR1C that con-
sists of the N-terminal half (�1–�1–�2) of GH5* and the
C-terminal half (�3–�2–�3) of hZ�ADAR1 (Supplementary
Figure S10). This mutant showed a comparable B–Z transi-
tion activity to hZ�ADAR1 (Figure 4B). Thus, we concluded
that this chimeric protein is well-folded and presumably has
a similar wHTH motif structure to hZ�ADAR1. Two series
of GH5* mutants were constructed to have Z-DNA bind-
ing and B-to-Z conversion ability. The �rst mutant (denoted
as GH5*:�3NADAR1) was designed to have the N-terminal
part of the �3 helix (K169–S178) of hZ�ADAR1 substituted
for the corresponding region of GH5*. The second mutant
was designed to have the key Z-DNA-contacting residues of
hZ�ADAR1 (K169, K170, N173, R174 and Y177) in the �3
helix of GH5* (denoted as GH5*-KKNRY). Subsequently,
additional substitutions in the �-wing region were intro-
duced into each mutant. These were denoted as -PPW, -
PW and -W, indicating that they contain P192/P193/W195,
P192/W195 and W195 of hZ�ADAR1, respectively (Supple-
mentary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S10).
B–Z transition activities of these two series ofmutants are

summarized in Table 3 (Figure 4C and D). The results con-
�rmed the importance of Z-DNA-contacting amino acids
located in the �-wing. Among PPW residues in the �-wing,
the tryptophan appears to be essential for B–Z transition as
expected, since it is the crucial residue for both protein sta-
bility and DNA binding by direct interaction with the key
tyrosine residue and water-mediated interaction with the
phosphate backbone (18,25,31–38). In GH5*, phenylala-
nine (F94) replaces the tryptophan (W195 in hZ�ADAR1).
Consistently, theW195Fmutation of hZ�ADAR1 was shown
to reduce B–Z transition activity signi�cantly (unpublished
data), suggesting that phenylalanine cannot fully replace
the tryptophan residue in this position.
In our effort to create a GH5* mutant that enables B–

Z transition with minimal substitutions, two mutants are
noteworthy. One is GH5*-KKNRY-PPW, which has 8 sub-
stituted amino acids (K169, K170, N173, R174, Y177,
P192, P193 and W195 of hZ�ADAR1) that are essential for
Z-DNA contacts based on the structure of the Z�/Z-DNA
complex (18,25,31–38). This mutant has a good B–Z tran-
sition activity (Figure 4D and Table 3). The other mu-
tant, GH5*-KKNRY-W, having K169, K170, N173, R174,
Y177 and W195 of hZ�ADAR1, showed substantial B–Z
transition activity despite the absence of two Pro residues
(P192 and P193 of hZ�ADAR1) in the �-wing (Figure 4D
and Table 3). Although P192 and P193 (as well as T191)
were de�ned as Z-DNA contacting residues in hZ�ADAR1,
they are de�cient in a few Z� family members. Thus, the
less conserved Pro residues in the �3 strand do not ap-
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Figure 4. Design of GH5 mutants and their CD spectra. (A) Structures of free GH5 (PDB ID 1HST, pale green) and hZ�ADAR1 (PDB ID 1QBJ, gray)
were aligned. Although these two proteins share about 12% sequence identity and have different loop lengths, the overall structures were well aligned, with
an RMSD of 1.9 Å. Sequence alignment of hZ�ADAR1, GH5, GH5*, and GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW is shown below. In the chimeric mutant, residues derived
from hZ�ADAR1 are in red. Mutated residues in GH5* are in cyan. Residues involved in interaction with Z-DNA in hZ�ADAR1/Z-DNA complex, but not
conserved inGH5 andGH5* are highlighted in yellow. CD spectra of theDNAduplexmeasured in the presence of (B) GH5* andGH5*N:hZ�ADAR1C, (C)
GH5*:�3NADAR1-series mutants and (D) GH5*:KKNRY-series mutants are presented. GH5* has no B–Z transition activity, while its mutants that contain
crucial residues for the Z-DNA interaction in the �3 helix and the �-wing show clear B–Z transition activities. The sequences of GH5*N:hZ�ADAR1C,
GH5*:�3NADAR1-series mutants, and GH5*:KKNRY-series mutants are provided in Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S10.
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Table 3. Relative B–Z transition activity of each GH5* mutant compared

to that of hZ�ADAR1

Protein B–Z conversion (%)

hZ�ADAR1 100±3.8a

GH5* 0±0.1
GH5*N:hZ�ADAR1C 91±3.4
GH5*:�3NADAR1 0±0.0
GH5*:�3NADAR1-W 87±3.3
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW 94±3.6
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PPW 97±3.7

GH5*-KKNRY 28±1.1 (37±1.4b)
GH5*-KKNRY-W 61±2.3

GH5*-KKNRY-PW 31±1.2 (58±2.1b)
GH5*-KKNRY-PPW 73±2.8

aThe relative B–Z transition activity compared to that of hZ�ADAR1 at a
[P]/[N] ratio of 4.
bThe numbers in parentheses indicate the B–Z transition activity at a
[P]/[N] ratio of 30.

pear to be essential for the B–Z transition activity. As ex-
pected from the importance of highly conserved tryptophan
residue, the GH5*-KKNRY lacking W195 in the �3 strand
showedmuch lower B–Z transition activity. Consequently, a
Z-DNA binding protein was arti�cially built with a de�ned
positional display of essential Z-DNA-contacting residues
on the backbone of a precisely de�ned structure that be-
longs to WHD.

Z-DNA binding af�nity of engineered chimeric GH5

In the previous section, we showed that an �3-swapped
vvZ�E3L mutant with B–Z transition activity acquired B-
DNAbinding ability. Similarly, we analyzed Z- and B-DNA
binding af�nities of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW, which showed
an almost identical B–Z transition CD spectrum to that of
hZ�ADAR1 (Figure 4C). To overcome the aggregation prob-
lem during MST, the experiments were carried out in rel-
atively high salt conditions (100 mM NaCl) compared to
other experimental conditions for vvZ�E3L mutants and
hZ�ADAR1 (20 mM NaCl). As a control, the Z-DNA bind-
ing af�nity of hZ�ADAR1 was measured at high salt condi-
tions, and it showed a much higher KD value (KD of 600
nM) than that measured in the 20 mMNaCl condition (KD

of 18 nM). The B-DNA binding af�nity of hZ�ADAR1 was
reduced 13-fold (KD of 35 �M) at high salt conditions, sug-
gesting that the polar interactions of hZ�ADAR1 are impor-
tant for Z- and B-DNA binding. MST experiments with
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW showed that this GH5 chimera ac-
quired a Z-DNAbinding ability with aKD of 1.8�M,which
is just three times lower than that for hZ�ADAR1 (Table 4
and Supplementary Figure S11). The B-DNAbinding af�n-
ity of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW is similar to that of hZ�ADAR1

withKD of 31 �M(Table 4 and Supplementary Figure S11).
On the other hand, we also compared the binding af�ni-
ties of GH5* andGH5*:�3NADAR1-PWwith B-DNA using
MST to con�rm whether or not a change in B-DNA bind-
ing ability occurred by engineering of the GH5* chimera
from GH5*. An initial trial to measure the B-DNA bind-
ing af�nity of GH5* under 100 mMNaCl conditions failed
due to aggregation during MST. Thus, we performed MST
experiments in 150 mM KCl conditions, where the binding

Table 4. DNA binding af�nity of hZ�ADAR1 and GH5* mutant

Protein
Z-DNA binding
af�nity (�M)

B-DNA binding
af�nity (�M)

hZ�ADAR1 0.60 ± 0.07 35 ± 3
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW 1.8 ± 0.2 31 ± 2

Experiments were performed at 22◦C with a buffer consisting of 20 mM
HEPES (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, and 0.05% Tween20.

Table 5. B-DNA binding af�nity of GH5* and GH5* mutant

Protein
B-DNA binding af�nity

(�M)

GH5* 167 ± 50
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW 144 ± 16

Experiments were performed at 22◦C with a buffer consisting of 20 mM
Tris-Cl (pH 7.8), 150 mM KCl, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, and 0.05% Tween20.

af�nity between the globular domain of H1 and linear 30
bp DNA was measured previously (51). In this condition,
we con�rmed that GH5* and GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW have
similar binding af�nities to B-DNA (Table 5 and Supple-
mentary Figure S12).
Altogether, by mutating the 12 amino acids of GH5*, we

successfully engineered GH5*, the B-DNA binder, into a
hZ�ADAR1-like protein with a Z-DNA binding af�nity sim-
ilar to that of hZ�ADAR1 while maintaining the B-DNA
binding ability of GH5*.

Crystal structure of engineered GH5 in complex with
[d(TCGCGCG)]2

To obtain detailed structural information of the interac-
tion between engineered GH5* chimera and Z-DNA, we
determined the crystal structure of one of the B-to-Z con-
verting mutants, GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW, in complex with

[d(TCGCGCG)]2 at a resolution of 2.75 Å (Figure 5A
and Supplementary Table S3). Two protein molecules and
one duplex DNA molecule, [d(TCGCGCG)]2, are present
in an asymmetric unit of the crystal lattice. In this com-
plex, DNA was shown to form typical Z-conformation
with alternating anti- and syn-conformations of nucleotides
and was structurally well aligned to the hZ�ADAR1-bound
Z-DNA (Supplementary Table S4), demonstrating that
this GH5* chimera successfully achieved Z-conformation-
speci�c DNA binding in the same manner as hZ�ADAR1.
However, the structural analysis of Z-DNA in complex with
GH5* chimera using the web 3DNA 2.0 program (49),
showed that the ‘Rise’ value of each step was constant, un-
like the zigzag-shaped graph of the ‘Rise’ values found in
other Z-DNA structures (Supplementary Figure S13). This
difference may be caused by the slight movement of the C-
terminal half of �3 helix and �-wing, which affects the con-
formation of their interacting phosphate backbones (Sup-
plementary Figure S14).
This GH5* chimera has a conserved Z-DNA binding

interface using the engineered �3 helix (Figure 5B). The
well-conserved interactions are mediated by N1173, R1174,
and Y1177 of the �3 helix of this chimera, which are de-
rived from hZ�ADAR1 (Supplementary Figure S15). Similar
to the numbering system used in the vvZ�E3L chimera, the
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Figure 5. Crystal structure of GH5mutant in complex with Z-DNA (GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW/Z-DNA). (A) The overall structure of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW
complexed with [d(TCGCGCG)]2 is shown. Chain A and its binding partner DNA are slate colored, chain B and its binding partner DNA are salmon
colored. (B) Schematic representation of interactions between protein and DNA. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines, van der Waals contacts are
shown as solid lines, and the CH-� interactions are shown as circled lines. Water molecule within the protein–DNA interface is marked with a W inside
the oval. Amino acids derived from hZ�ADAR1 are indicated by adding 1,000 to the amino acid numbers of hZ�ADAR1 to clarify that those residues are
from foreign protein. Residues involved in Z-DNA binding are indicated by colored boxes and the residue, which does not participate in the interaction
with Z-DNA is shown by dotted box.

residues derived from hZ�ADAR1 in the GH5* chimera are
numbered by adding 1,000 to their original residue num-
bers. On the other hand, interactions of T191 and P193 on
the �-wing of hZ�ADAR1 are missing in this GH5* chimera
structure, while the P1192-mediated �-wing interaction is
maintained (Figure 5B).
Whereas the overall structural alignment between

GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW and hZ�ADAR1 gives an RMSD
of 2.1 Å, the RMSD value for the alignment of the Z-
DNA binding interface including the �3 helix and the
�-wing is only 0.80 Å. In contrast, the overall alignment
of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW with free GH5 gives a smaller
RMSD value than the local alignment involving only
the �3 helix and the �-wing (1.2 Å versus 3.3 Å). This
large structural deviation in local alignment is caused
by a 19.5◦ rotation of an �3 helix toward Z-DNA in the
GH5*:�3NADAR1–PW/Z–DNA complex structure (Sup-
plementary Figure S16). Introduction of Pro in the S91
position (labeled as P1192 in GH5* chimera) induced the
formation of a �-wing structure that facilitates the interac-
tion with P2 of Z-DNA. The charge reversal mutation from
D66 to K1169 on an �3 helix may promote the movement
of the �3 helix toward the Z-DNA backbone by removing
the charge repulsion between Asp and the phosphate
backbone and introducing an attractive charge interaction
between Lys and P4 (Figure 5B). Mutations from R74 to
Y1177 and K70 to N1173 induced speci�c interactions
with the G4 base and P4 of Z-DNA, respectively. Other
critical mutations to improve Z-DNA binding include
L71 to R1174 and F94 to W1195 mutations, the former

interacting with P5, and the latter being important for
orienting the Tyr side chain to interact with a G4 base.
Our complex structure of a GH5* chimera demonstrated

successful engineering of GH5, a B-DNA binder, into a
Z-DNA binder by introducing a few Z-DNA contacting
residues on the �3N and in a �-wing, while maintaining the
overall structural integrity of the wHTH motif of GH5.

DISCUSSION

The Z� domain is known to speci�cally recognize left-
handed nucleic acid duplexes including DNA, DNA/RNA
hybrid and RNA. Although biochemical and struc-
tural studies on Z� domains clearly demonstrate the Z-
conformation speci�c interactions of Z� domains, the
molecular mechanism of B–Z transition by the Z� domain
is not fully understood. vvZ�E3L, the Z� domain of vaccinia
viral protein, has an interesting feature in that it binds to Z-
DNA using its conserved Z-DNA-interacting residues, but
it does not show any B–Z transition activity in physiological
conditions even at high excess molar ratios of [P]/[N] (Sup-
plementary Figure S1). In this respect, vvZ�E3L is a suitable
protein to study B–Z transition activity separately from Z-
DNA binding ability. In this study, we successfully trans-
formed vvZ�E3L into a functional B-to-Z converter protein
by introducing a few point mutations.
This mutational study of vvZ�E3L provides two plausible

explanations for why vvZ�E3L does not have B–Z transition
activity. First, vvZ�E3L has a relatively loose hydrophobic
core, which may cause the key tyrosine residue of the �3
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helix to form different rotamers. The vvZ�E3L-V43I/A46V
mutant that could form a more compact hydrophobic core
supports this idea because this mutant showed some B–Z
transition activity. Apparently, the crystal structure of the
vvZ�E3L chimeric mutant bound to Z-DNA showed that
the key tyrosine residue takes a speci�c conformation, ap-
propriate for Z-DNA binding, whereas this tyrosine residue
showed multiple rotamer conformations in the NMR struc-
ture of DNA-free vvZ�E3L (Supplementary Figure S17).
Second, more importantly, it is conceivable that B-DNA
bindingmay play a signi�cant role in the B–Z transition.We
observed that the introduction of positive charges and/or
neutralization of a negative charge in the �3C (such as
vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1 chimera) led to an increased binding
af�nity for B-DNA. This mutant showed good B–Z tran-
sition activity, suggesting that B-DNA binding ability of
Z-DNA binding protein is closely correlated with the B–Z
transition activity. However, since the vvZ�E3L:�3CADAR1

mutant also showed enhanced Z-DNA binding af�nity, the
contribution of Z-DNA stabilization of this mutant to B–Z
transition cannot be excluded.
Based on the correlation between B-DNA binding af�n-

ity and B–Z transition activity, we postulated that a B-DNA
binder could be transformed to be a Z�-like protein if it ac-
quires the Z-DNA binding ability. Using GH5, a B-DNA
binder, we created a Z�-like GH5 mutant having both Z-
DNA binding and B–Z transition activities by substituting
several amino acids located in the �3 helix and �-wing with-
out altering the overall structure of the protein. The engi-
neering of GH5 to a structurally similar but functionally
different Z�-like protein was a very intriguing task, espe-
cially in terms of changing its ligand conformation speci-
�city. Based on our GH5 engineering results, it appears that
structural arrangement of the crucial Z-DNA-contacting
residues may be suf�cient to have dual-speci�city toward
the DNA conformation, without the need for modifying
the overall structure frame. The crystal structure of the
GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW in complex with Z-DNA con�rmed
that DNA binding proteins with wHTH motifs can be re-
modeled as a protein with different conformational speci-
�cities of DNA while maintaining their overall structures.
Consequently, the proteins with a fold wHTH motif such
as GH5 could offer a structural basis for creating a novel
conformation-speci�c DNA binding protein. In addition,
our result provides an interesting perspective on how na-
ture uses the almost identical tertiary structure to recog-
nize two oppositely-handed conformations of dsDNA. In
physiological conditions, Z-DNA formation appears to be
dynamic and transient, which would be suitable for a reg-
ulatory module to instruct momentary and timely controls
over biological processes such as gene expression and ge-
netic control ofmetabolic networks. By extending our study,
it would be interesting to create sequence-speci�c Z-DNA
binders that enrich the usefulness of Z-DNA binders as Z-
DNA-based gene expression circuits and control devices for
therapeutic and synthetic biological tools.
We showed that the Z� domain with a B–Z transition ac-

tivity has B-DNA binding ability, but the molecular mech-
anism of B-DNA binding involved in the B–Z transition
process is not clear. Since structural information of the B-
DNA-bound Z� domain is not available, we could not di-

rectly compare Z-DNA binding interface of Z� domain
with its B-DNA binding interface. However, using the crys-
tal structures of chromatosome containing B-DNA-bound
GH5 (PDB ID 4QLC and 5WCU) (52,53), it is possi-
ble to compare the B-DNA binding mode of GH5 with
Z-DNA binding mode of the GH5* chimera. Chromato-
some structures showed that GH5 had three binding in-
terfaces, one of which involves �3 and the �-wing, sim-
ilar to the binding interface between Z� protein and Z-
DNA (Figure 6A). When this binding interface was com-
pared to that between the GH5* chimera and Z-DNA,
three major differences in the DNA binding mode were
observed. First, when GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW is aligned to
GH5, the most noticeable difference is the �-wing confor-
mation (Figure 6B). Although GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW has a
shorter �-wing, it exhibits steric hindrance to the B-DNA
phosphate backbone if it binds to B-DNA in the samemode
as observed in the structure of the GH5/B-DNA complex.
When GH5 is in complex with B-DNA, the bent �-wing
facilitates binding of GH5 to both strands of DNA. In
contrast, GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW binds to one strand of Z-
DNAduplex. Second, when theGH5/B-DNAcomplex and
GH5*:�3NADAR1–PW/Z-DNA complex are aligned with
respect to the protein, the DNA strands bound to the �3
helix are in different directions (Figure 6C). Finally, the
GH5 residues corresponding to the major Z-DNA bind-
ing residues of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW are hydrophobic or
negatively charged residues except for K70 and R74, which
correspond to N1173 and Y1177 of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW,
respectively (Figure 6D). This sequence difference prevents
GH5 from interacting with the phosphate backbone of Z-
conformation. Multiple B-DNA binding interfaces such as
those found in the GH5/B-DNA complexes may promote
the large structural transition of the DNA backbones, for
example, by bending DNA or recruiting multiple Z� pro-
teins. Indeed, the CD data showed that the B–Z transition
increases with increasing [P]/[N] ratios before reaching sat-
uration, suggesting the possibility for multiple Z� proteins
to bind to B-DNA.
As the �rst step in the B–Z transition, the Z� proteins

bind to B-DNA through the positive or polar residues,
followed by a large structural transition of the DNA
phosphate backbones. Although it is highly speculative at
present, the initial B-DNA interaction with Z� protein
may promote partial melting of DNA duplex through base-
pair openings. Base pair rotation then occurs to adopt Z-
conformation. Previously, it was proposed that base-pair
opening is a crucial step for the B–Z transition process (4)
and our previous data also implied that the Z�-induced B–
Z transition is dependent on base-pair opening (54). Thus,
during the B–Z transition process, many conformational
variants of DNA, including a partially unpaired DNAmay
be produced. In this regard, the CD pro�les of DNA ob-
tained using the Z� mutants in this study suggest an inter-
esting aspect of the Z�-induced B–Z transition. The CD
spectra of DNA in the presence of weak B–Z convert-
ers such as vvZ�E3L:�3NADAR1 differ noticeably from the
canonical CD spectrum of Z-DNA (Supplementary Figure
S1). In general, it is assumed that all DNAs would adopt
Z-conformation under saturation condition when induced
by the strong B–Z converters such as hZ�ADAR1. On the
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Figure 6. Structural comparison between GH5/B-DNA complex and engineered GH5 mutant/Z-DNA complex. (A) The structure of GH5 bound to the
phosphate backbone of chromatosome-formingDNA (PDB ID4QLC (52,53)) is shown. This structure clearly shows the B conformation ofDNA.Residues
that interact with DNA are represented as sticks (B) Structural alignment between GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW (colored in salmon) in complex with Z-DNA and
GH5 in complex with B-DNA (colored in teal) reveals steric hindrance between the phosphate backbone of B-DNA and �-wing of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW,
which is marked by a yellow circle. Z-DNA is not shown for clarity. (C) Structural alignment between GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW and GH5 indicates different
conformations of �-wing and different binding modes for Z-DNA (colored in salmon) and B-DNA (colored in teal). Each arrow represents the central
axis of the DNA duplex. The unresolved loop region in the crystal structure is shown as a dashed line. (D) Key residues for Z-DNA binding in the �3
helix of GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW (black label) and their corresponding residues of GH5 (blue label) are shown as sticks. It is noteworthy that N1173 and
Y1177, which are important for Z-DNA binding in GH5*:�3NADAR1-PW correspond to K70 and R74 of GH5, respectively, which are involved in B-DNA
binding.

other hand, the weak B–Z converters, even if excess con-
centrations are present, do not seem to convert all DNAs
to Z-conformation at equilibrium. Thus, the CD spectra of
DNA produced by the weak B–Z converters under satu-
ration condition may represent B-DNAs and Z-DNAs as
well as partially unpaired DNAs and even single-stranded
DNAs stabilized by proteins. At the moment, there is no
direct evidence to support our interpretation. Additional
studies should be conducted to understand the molecular
details of the B–Z transition reaction after B-DNA binding
of Z� protein and to interpret this distinguished CD spec-
tral changes.
Overall, our results from the engineering of the two op-

posite conformation-speci�c binding proteins, vvZ�E3L and
GH5, suggest the following conclusion. Paradoxically, Z�-
like Z-DNA binding proteins do not rule out B-DNA bind-
ing. Rather, engagement with B-DNA may be needed to
promote the B–Z transition. How do Z�-like Z-DNA bind-
ing proteins then bind to B-DNA? Among diverse DNA
binding modes of WHDs, one possibility is that the recog-
nition helix of Z�-like Z-DNA binding proteins could bind
at the B-DNA minor groove as observed in the DNA bind-
ing domain of human RFX1 transcription factor (55). For
now, there are notmany clues related to the B-DNAbinding
mode of Z�-like Z-DNA binding proteins. A study of the

complex structure between B-DNA and a Z�-like Z-DNA
binding protein may answer this interesting question.
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